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downloads from specialized portals and blogs. Feedback
shows that there is great interest in the books published
by InTech. Members of the above portals are expressing
immense gratitude to our authors for sharing their findings
in Open Access publications.

We hope that you are as proud as we are, and we thank
you once again for participating in this worthwhile project.

You can take a few simple steps yourself to help promote
your publication to an even wider audience. These steps
include:

- Linking your chapter to your personal website or blog
- Linking your chapter to your faculty / organization website
- Linking your chapter to your library’s website and informing
your librarian - Depositing your chapter in the repository
system of your university - Sending a link to your chapter to
your fellow scientists - Sending short notices about your
work using Twitter or Facebook, making it visible to your
LinkedIn groups or other social networks - Being interviewed
by your publishing company InTech, and getting your
interview published on our blog and promoted online (contact
your Publishing Process Manager about an interview)

- Writing a soft introduction for a wider audience, so
that InTech may include it in press releases for popular
science news portals

We’ll be glad to help you in bringing your work to the
attention of your colleagues worldwide, so please do not
hesitate to contact us.

We look forward to going forward with you into a bright
future - a future where all scientists can harvest the benefits
of sharing their ideas and connecting with their colleagues
around the world.

Kind regards,

Ms. Sandra Bakic

Prof. Paulo Pêgo receives ABC Scientific Publication
Award

Professor Paulo Manuel Pêgo Fernandes, a member of
the Editorial Board of BJCVS, and colleagues received the
VII ABC Scientific Publication Award for the work entitled
“Hemodynamic effects of experimental right ventricular
overload” (available at: http://www.scielo.br/pdf/abc/
v96n4/en_aop01811.pdf). This work is part of the doctoral
thesis of the student Flavio Brito Filho, guided by Professor
Paulo Pêgo.

The winning articles were selected by 30 national
experts, and considered issues related to the originality
and relevance of the research topic, the outline of the
methodology, the impact of the results in its area of
knowledge and the clarity and appropriateness of the
conclusions presented.

The ABC Scientific Publication Award was established
in 2005 by the Brazilian Society of Cardiology (SBC), with
the aim of encouraging and recognizing the national
scientific production in cardiology. In 2010, Professor Paulo
Pêgo had already received this award for the work “Left
sympathetic block by thoracoscopy in the treatment of
dilated cardiomyopathy”.
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